
 

 

 

Head Teacher News      

 

 
 

Today feels very strange because although school is quite quiet - we 

have an Inset day -  I know that there is a lot of planning going on behind the 

scenes ready for our partial re-opening over the next week for Playgroup,  

Reception, Year 1 and Year 6 children who have said they would like to come 

back to school, even though it won't be like the experience we are used to.  
 

Of course we are looking forward to seeing the children who will be back but  

also will be missing all of you who are not yet eligible to do so.  You will all still 

have the same work to do on eSchools - whether you are in school or not, it just 

will be different where you are doing it!  Because today is an Inset Day there is 

no work planned for you today - if you want to do something there is always 

Doodle Maths and maybe catching up with other work from last term. 
 

For the last few weeks I explored "caring" with you through our STARS words of 

Skills, Team, Achieve, Respect and Success.  This would have been my theme in 

assemblies.  Over the next half term I will introduce you to a new element a 

week that again I would have been discussing in assembly - this week to be  

protected. 
 

To be protected means many things - it could be either by the fire service, police 

or other people in society who have the job to carry out a protective role - but 

you will know that I would also expect all of us to protect and be protected.   
 

For example, think about how you may have spotted something someone may 

have tripped up on and you moved it to keep them away from harm or perhaps 

if you found a beetle on the floor and moved it to a safer place, both are ways 

to protect.   
 

At the moment everyone in the world has to play their part in keeping us all  

protected by the choices we make, for example washing our hands,  

staying 2 metres apart or not seeing people who may be at a health risk.  It is  

difficult to protect at times and seems unfair when it is stopping you do things 

that you are desperate to do, however, it will be worth it in the end and then we 

can be back together as STARS. 
 

Sarah Bunce 
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“Confident People Shining;  developing skills for life, supporting each other in our team, 

achieving our best and always showing respect because  

successful learners are the STARS at Calton Primary School.”   

                     Skills        Team          Achieve        Respect     Success 

 

 

 

 
 

Well done for working so hard on your home 

learning - especially as it was half term 

week. To celebrate we have published the 

names of the Top Doodlers of the week and 

all Doodlers who have made it in to the 

Green Zone! 

 

Top Doodlers of the week 
 

Reception Chloe, Oscar, Micah 

Year 1 Alexander, Lilianna, Rayyan 

Year 2 Mollie, Hanah 

Year 3 Ruby, Zaina, Elisha 

Year 4 Isabelle, Nikodem, Angel 

Year 5 Ewan, Nathan, Charlotte 

Year 6 Amelia, Tiegan 
 

Doodlers in the Green Zone 
 

Reception Adam, Alex, Chloe, Kacper, Yogi, Alexander, Isabella, Jayden,  

Jessica, Joey, Oscar, Victoria, Micah, Aarya, Adam, Harrison, Kodi, Maneo,  

Maria, Shana, Tirth 

Year 1 Alfred, Amaya, Ashton, Austin, Ellis, Humaid, Julia, Mohammad,  

Nathanael, Damian, Eva Rose, Isabella, Rafael, Sakeen, Andrew, Imogen, Jace, 

Jack, Kurai, Olivier, Praise, Trystan 

Year 2 Bayley, Harveer, Jacob, Jennifer, Mike, Nabeel, Sarah, Tyler, Zack, Elliot, 

Elsee, Fenn, Josiah, Karaiz 

Year 3 Adam, Aimee, Che, Evie, Hayden, Jack, Julia, Layun, Macie, Rachel,  

Ruby, Wiktor, Amelia, Amelia, Ethan, Shabibah, Abigail, Anna, Evie-Mae,  

Gracemil, Rayaan, Sathvik, Tommy  

Year 4 Laila – Mae, Tobias, Charlie, Jocelyn, Joel, Oscar, Zach, Lily, Joshua, Ragu  

Year 5 Aaron, Bhea, Kaena, Lois, Goncalo, Katie, Mason, Ethan, Jenson, Olivia, 

Owen 

Year 6 Erin, Iqra, Sam, Tahlia, Claudia, Luqa  
 

 
 

 


